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News from RedBlock Capital! 

 

First up, we have wonderful news as we have partnered with the Blockchain Platform as               
a Service company that is Morpheus Labs! 
There is much more information on this partnership to follow, but in short, we are very                
happy to join forces with Morpheus Labs to build a strong blockchain ecosystem for our               
clients. 
Check us out in Morpheus Labs’ Medium article on decentralised finance and its vast              
potential to “build cost-effective applications quicker and more efficiently”. With          
Morpheus Labs’ decentralised finance tools and our global network of assets, this            
partnership will enable us to work with our clients within a robust ecosystem that              
provides them with efficient application building and end-to-end management.  

 
 
Digital Securities and Asset Tokenization Show Promise in the Real Estate Market 
 
As real estate development companies seek to change the illiquid state of their sector,              
some, such as EMAAR, owner of such properties as the Burj Khalifa in Dubai, are               
finding a solution in asset tokenization. This is a rather telling development as EMAAR,              
which has made $24 billion in real estate sales over the past ten years, is adopting                

 

https://medium.com/morpheus-labs/morpheus-labs-dive-into-decentralized-finance-to-help-companies-accelerate-defi-app-development-168ff4a9e058
https://thedailychain.com/singapore-firm-plans-to-accelerate-defi-adoption/
https://www.ledgerinsights.com/emaar-worlds-tallest-building-tokenize-assets-using-dlt/


 

asset tokenisation to increase efficiency and lower the cost-barrier of property           
transactions.  
 
On the side of those seeking to provide the means to reform the real estate sector are                 
the digital transfer agent company Vertalo and digital security platform Tokensoft.           
Each, sensing opportunity within the real estate sector because of its increased use of              
digital securities, have launched their own platforms to digitise real estate assets. This             
gives us a strong sense that this is where transactions within the real estate market are                
headed. 
 
 
A Bullish Market for Digitised Assets and Cryptocurrency 
 
Across Europe and Asia, market and government adoption and integration for           
cryptocurrencies and the programs that support them is making steady gains. This is             
evidenced by Salamantex, an Austrian fintech firm, and its integration with one of             
Austria’s largest mobile provider’s payment services, A1 Payment. Another win comes           
in the form of the success of Chainlink, which provides tokenised asset security.  
 
What is exciting about the adoption of crypto in Austria, is that it is becoming a use case                  
of digital currency’s interoperability, as it has allowed “A1 customers to pay for services              
using the Chinese payment operators, Alipay and WeChatPay.” This convenience,          
though shown on a simple ground-level basis, if you will, is illustrative of the              
convenience that interoperability within digital currency can bring on an enterprise level.            
And of course, with more convenient, frictionless transactions, comes less cost,           
lowering the barrier to entry for startups on the blockchain. 
 
As far as Chainlink is concerned, its market adoption is due to its increasing use in the                 
decentralized finance space, often referred to as DeFi, and its integration into China’s             
national blockchain project. Nationwide adoption, in the case of both China and Austria,             
is a strong sign that digitised assets and cryptocurrency are experiencing accelerating            
traction.  
 
 
More Good News for DeFi 
As reported in a Coindesk article on the movement of “nearly $60 million worth of               
bitcoins moved to Ethereum during June, according to data estimates from Dune            
Analytics” decentralized finance applications are seeing an increase in the value of            
digitised assets.  
 

https://www.securities.io/real-estate-increasingly-popular-within-digital-securities-vertalo-and-tokensoft-each-launch-new-platforms/
https://cointelegraph.com/news/austrian-crypto-users-will-soon-be-able-to-spend-crypto-at-2-500-locations
https://www.coindesk.com/defi-driving-chainlinks-link-token-to-record-highs
https://www.coindesk.com/nearly-60m-in-bitcoin-moved-to-ethereum-in-june


 

 
The Upshot:  
 

● RedBlock and Morpheus Labs have joined up to make a more robust, efficient,             
and lower cost ecosystem of digitised fundraising 

● The efficacy of digital securities and asset tokenization in the real estate sector             
have caught the attention of real estate development companies and blockchain           
companies alike, furthering their use  

● Tokenised assets and crypto applications are seeing a steady increase in           
adoption in Europe and Asia, as mass market use and government integration            
add to their stable use 

● Decentralised finance applications are seeing a very healthy upward trend in           
value of assets  


